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IMEX BATH
EQUIPMENTS

Imex Products, S.L.

IMEX is a company located in Picassent, (Valencia) 
dedicated to the manufacture and marketing 
of shower rails and taps. We started out in 2001, 
supplying bathroom and shower materials to 
manufacturers in the sector.

Over the years and with accumulated experience we
have developed a series of products with a design
and a very competitive price in the market.

IMEX BATH

EQUIPMENTS

Our products are medium-high range, always using the best raw materials 
available on the market, such as top quality brass or steel S304 and S316, which 
have made us be represented in the national and international territory.

At IMEX we always try to be at the forefront of design, which is why we are
constantly committed to R+D+I.

Our values are the excellent relation between quality - design and price. Our
commitments are as follows:
- To achieve the highest quality standards.
- To bear in mind that the customer is our first concern and their satisfaction our
main objective.
- To surround ourselves with great professionals.

In order to achieve a balance between these objectives, we constantly strive to
improve and innovateour products.

You will find the result of all this in our catalogue.
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MONZA
SERIES 

CHROME
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Ref. :  BDM039
- Chrome stainless steel S.304 telescopic bar 88/124 cm.
- Chrome stainless steel S.304 round rainhead Ø20cm, extra flat design 
and antilime system.
- Elevated adjustable support handle.
- Round handle shower 1 position.
- Chrome brass single-lever mixer with integrated flow-diverter.
- Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
- PVC hose 150cm.
- Ceramic cartridge Ø35 mm.

Ref. :  BTM039
- Chrome stainless steel S.304 telescopic bar 88/124 cm.
- Chrome stainless steel S.304 round rainhead Ø20cm, extra flat design 
and antilime system.
- Elevated adjustable support handle.
- Round handle shower 1 position.
- Chrome brass thermostatic mixer with integrated flow-diverter.
- Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
- PVC hose 150cm.
- Thermostatic cartridge TURN CLEAN SYSTEM.

TURN CLEAN 

SYSTEAM

Sistema patentado
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Single-lever bidet mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Chrome finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-2

Single-lever high basin mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Chrome finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-3

Single-lever basin mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Chrome finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-1

MONZA
SERIES 
CHROME
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Ref. :  BDM039-4

Brass single-lever bath/shower mixer.
Chrome finish.
Wall bracket ajustable ABS Support handle.
Round handshower 1 position.
Reinforced hose 180cm.
Swivel spout inverter.
Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 35mm.

Ref. :  BDM039-5

Brass single-lever shower mixer.
Chrome finish.
Wall bracket ajustable ABS Support handle.
Round handshower 1 position.
Reinforced hose 180cm.
Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 35mm.
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Ref. :  GTM039
Chrome stainless steel S.304 rainhead Ø25cm, extra-flat design and anti-
lime system.
Chrome brass wall outlet tube.
Round shower 1 position handle.
Chrome brass thermostatic mixer with 2 ways embedded box.
Medium flow rate 20 l/min.
Chrome brass round distributor.
PVC hose 150cm.
Thermostatic cartidge TURN CLEAN SYSTEM.
Wall bracket support handle wáter outlet.
Body embedded in wall with junction box.

Ref. :  GPM039
Chrome stainless steel S.304 rainhead Ø25cm, extra-flat design and anti-
lime system.
Chrome brass wall outlet tube.
Round shower 1 position handle.
Chrome brass single lever mixer with 2 ways embedded box.
Medium flow rate 20 l/min.
Chrome brass round distributor.
PVC hose 150cm.
Ceramic single lever cartidge Ø 35 mm.
Wall bracket support handle wáter outlet.
Body embedded in wall with junction box.

TURN CLEAN 

SYSTEAM

Sistema patentado

Ref. :  GPT039 Ref. :  GTT039

Optional chrome brass ceiling outlet tube. Optional chrome brass ceiling outlet tube.
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MONZA
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CHROME

Ref. :  GLM039

Embedded single lever basin mixer.
Made of brass chrome.
In two independent parts. 
Body recessed directly into the wall. 
Without register box.
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Ref. :  BDM039/BGM
- Black gun metal stainless steel S.304 telescopic bar 88/124 cm.
- Black gun metal stainless steel S.304 round rainhead Ø20cm, extra flat 
design and antilime system.
- Elevated adjustable support handle.
- Round handle shower 1 position.
- Black gun metal brass single-lever mixer with integrated flow-diverter.
- Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
- PVC hose 150cm.
- Ceramic cartridge Ø35 mm.

Ref. :  BTM039/BGM
- Black gun metal stainless steel S.304 telescopic bar 88/124 cm.
- Black gun metal stainless steel S.304 round rainhead Ø20cm, extra flat 
design and antilime system.
- Elevated adjustable support handle.
- Round handle shower 1 position.
- Black gun metal brass thermostatic mixer with integrated flow-
diverter.
- Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
- PVC hose 150cm.
- Thermostatic cartridge TURN CLEAN SYSTEM.

TURN CLEAN 

SYSTEAM

Sistema patentado
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Single-lever bidet mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Black gun metal finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-2BGM

Single-lever high basin mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Black gun metal finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-3BGM

Single-lever basin mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Black gun metal finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-1BGM
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Ref. :  BDM039-4BGM

Brass single-lever bath/shower mixer.
Black gun metal finish.
Wall bracket ajustable ABS Support handle.
Round handshower 1 position.
Reinforced hose 180cm.
Swivel spout inverter.
Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 35mm.

Ref. :  BDM039-5BGM

Brass single-lever shower mixer.
Black gun metal finish.
Wall bracket ajustable ABS Support handle.
Round handshower 1 position.
Reinforced hose 180cm.
Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 35mm.
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Ref. :  GTM039/BGM

Black gun metal stainless steel S.304 rainhead Ø25cm, extra-flat design and 
anti-lime system.
Black gun metal brass wall outlet tube.
Round shower 1 position handle.
Black gun metal brass thermostatic mixer with 2 ways embedded box.
Medium flow rate 20 l/min.
Black gun metal brass round distributor.
PVC hose 150cm.
Thermostatic cartidge TURN CLEAN SYSTEM.
Wall bracket support handle wáter outlet.
Body embedded in wall with junction box.

Ref. :  GPM039/BGM
Black gun metal stainless steel S.304 rainhead Ø25cm, extra-flat design and 
anti-lime system.
Black gun metal brass wall outlet tube.
Round shower 1 position handle.
Black gun metal brass single lever mixer with 2 ways embedded box.
Medium flow rate 20 l/min.
Black gun metal brass round distributor.
PVC hose 150cm.
Ceramic single lever cartidge Ø 35 mm.
Wall bracket support handle wáter outlet.
Body embedded in wall with junction box.

PVD

TURN CLEAN 

SYSTEAM

Sistema patentado

Ref. :  GPT039/BGM Ref. :  GTT039/BGM
Optional black gun metal brass ceiling outlet tube.

Optional black gun metal brass ceiling outlet tube.
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Ref. :  GLM039/BGM

Embedded single lever basin mixer.
Made of brass Black gun metal.
In two independent parts. 
Body recessed directly into the wall. 
Without register box.

MONZA
SERIES

BLACK GUN METAL

PVD
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Ref. :  BDM039/NG
- Matt black stainless steel S.304 telescopic bar 88/124 cm.
- Matt black stainless steel S.304 round rainhead Ø20cm, extra flat 
design and antilime system.
- Elevated adjustable support handle.
- Round handle shower 1 position.
- Matt black brass single-lever mixer with integrated flow-diverter.
- Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
- PVC hose 150cm.
- Ceramic cartridge Ø35 mm.

Ref. :  BTM039/NG
- Matt black stainless steel S.304 telescopic bar 88/124 cm.
- Matt black stainless steel S.304 round rainhead Ø20cm, extra flat 
design and antilime system.
- Elevated adjustable support handle.
- Round handle shower 1 position.
- Matt black brass thermostatic mixer with integrated flow-diverter.
- Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
- PVC hose 150cm.
- Thermostatic cartridge TURN CLEAN SYSTEM.

TURN CLEAN 

SYSTEAM

Sistema patentado
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Single-lever bidet mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Matt black finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-2NG

Single-lever high basin mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Matt black finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-3NG

Single-lever basin mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Matt black finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-1NG

MONZA
SERIES 

MATT  BLACK
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Ref. :  BDM039-5NG

Brass single-lever shower mixer.
Matt black finish.
Wall bracket ajustable ABS Support handle.
Round handshower 1 position.
Reinforced hose 180cm.
Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 35mm.

Ref. :  BDM039-4NG

Brass single-lever bath/shower mixer.
Matt black finish.
Wall bracket ajustable ABS Support handle.
Round handshower 1 position.
Reinforced hose 180cm.
Swivel spout inverter.
Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 35mm.

Cod.: 00174.00 Cod.: 00136.00
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Ref. :  GTM039/NG
Matt black stainless steel S.304 rainhead Ø25cm, extra-flat design and 
anti-lime system.
Matt black brass wall outlet tube.
Round shower 1 position handle.
Matt black brass thermostatic mixer with 2 ways embedded box.
Medium flow rate 20 l/min.
Matt black brass round distributor.
PVC hose 150cm.
Thermostatic cartidge TURN CLEAN SYSTEM.
Wall bracket support handle wáter outlet.
Body embedded in wall with junction box.

Ref. :  GPM039/NG
Matt black stainless steel S.304 rainhead Ø25cm, extra-flat design and 
anti-lime system.
Matt black brass wall outlet tube.
Round shower 1 position handle.
Matt black brass single lever mixer with 2 ways embedded box.
Medium flow rate 20 l/min.
Matt black brass round distributor.
PVC hose 150cm.
Ceramic single lever cartidge Ø 35 mm.
Wall bracket support handle wáter outlet.
Body embedded in wall with junction box.

TURN CLEAN 

SYSTEAM

Sistema patentado

Ref. :  GTT039/NGRef. :  GPT039/NG

Optional matt black brass ceiling outlet tube.Optional matt black brass ceiling outlet tube.
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Ref. :  GLM039/NG

Embedded single lever basin mixer.
Made of brass matt black.
In two independent parts. 
Body recessed directly into the wall. 
Without register box.

MONZA
SERIES 

MATT BLACK

ELECTROPHORESIS 
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Ref. :  BDM039/OC
- Brushed gold stainless steel S.304 telescopic bar 88/124 cm.
- Brushed gold stainless steel S.304 round rainhead Ø20cm, extra flat 
design and antilime system.
- Elevated adjustable support handle.
- Round handle shower 1 position.
- Brushed gold brass single-lever mixer with integrated flow-diverter.
- Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
- PVC hose 150cm.
- Ceramic cartridge Ø35 mm.

Ref. :  BTM039/OC
- Brushed gold stainless steel S.304 telescopic bar 88/124 cm.
- Brushed gold stainless steel S.304 round rainhead Ø20cm, extra flat 
design and antilime system.
- Elevated adjustable support handle.
- Round handle shower 1 position.
- Brushed gold brass thermostatic mixer with integrated flow-diverter.
- Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
- PVC hose 150cm.
- Thermostatic cartridge TURN CLEAN SYSTEM.

TURN CLEAN 

SYSTEAM

Sistema patentado
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Single-lever bidet mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Brushed gold finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-2OC

Single-lever high basin mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Brushed gold finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-3OC

Single-lever basin mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Brushed gold finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-1OC

MONZA
SERIES 

BRUSHED GOLD

15
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PVD
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Ref. :  BDM039-5OC
Brass single-lever shower mixer.
Brushed gold finish.
Wall bracket ajustable ABS Support handle.
Round handshower 1 position.
Reinforced hose 180cm.
Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 35mm.

Ref. :  BDM039-4OC
Brass single-lever bath/shower mixer.
Brushed gold finish.
Wall bracket ajustable ABS Support handle.
Round handshower 1 position.
Reinforced hose 180cm.
Swivel spout inverter.
Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 35mm.

PVD PVD
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Ref. :  GTM039/OC
Brushed gold stainless steel S.304 rainhead Ø25cm, extra-flat design 
and anti-lime system.
Brushed gold brass wall outlet tube.
Round shower 1 position handle.
Brushed gold brass thermostatic mixer with 2 waysv embedded box.
Medium flow rate 20 l/min.
Brushed gold brass round distributor.
PVC hose 150cm.
Thermostatic cartidge TURN CLEAN SYSTEM.
Wall bracket support handle wáter outlet.
Body embedded in wall with junction box.

Ref. :  GPM039/OC
Brushed gold stainless steel S.304 rainhead Ø25cm, extra-flat design 
and anti-lime system.
Brushed gold brass wall outlet tube.
Round shower 1 position handle.
Brushed gold brass single lever mixer with 2 ways embedded box.
Medium flow rate 20 l/min.
Brushed gold brass round distributor.
PVC hose 150cm.
Ceramic single lever cartidge Ø 35 mm.
Wall bracket support handle wáter outlet.
Body embedded in wall with junction box.

TURN CLEAN 

SYSTEAM

Sistema patentado

Ref. :  GTT039/OCRef. :  GPT039/OC

Optional brushed gold brass ceiling outlet tube.
Optional brushed gold brass ceiling outlet tube.
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Ref. :  GLM039/OC

Embedded single lever basin mixer.
Made of brass brushed gold.
In two independent parts. 
Body recessed directly into the wall. 
Without register box.

MONZA
SERIES 

BRUSHED GOLD

PVD
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Ref. :  BDM039/ORC
- Brushed rose gold stainless steel S.304 telescopic bar 88/124 cm.
- Brushed rose gold stainless steel S.304 round rainhead Ø20cm, extra flat 
design and antilime system.
- Elevated adjustable support handle.
- Round handle shower 1 position.
- Brushed rose gold brass single-lever mixer with integrated flow-diverter.
- Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
- PVC hose 150cm.
- Ceramic cartridge Ø35 mm.

Ref. :  BTM039/ORC
- Brushed rose gold stainless steel S.304 telescopic bar 88/124 cm.
- Brushed rose gold stainless steel S.304 round rainhead Ø20cm, extra 
flat design and antilime system.
- Elevated adjustable support handle.
- Round handle shower 1 position.
- Brushed rose gold brass thermostatic mixer with integrated flow-
diverter.
- Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
- PVC hose 150cm.
- Thermostatic cartridge TURN CLEAN SYSTEM.

TURN CLEAN 

SYSTEAM

Sistema patentado
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Single-lever bidet mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Brushed rose gold finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-2ORC

Single-lever high basin mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Brushed rose gold finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-3ORC

Single-lever basin mixer.
Brass body mixer.
Brushed rose gold finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 25 mm.
Flexible hoses 3/8".

Ref. :  BDM039-1ORC

15
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MONZA
SERIES 

BRUSHED ROSE GOLD

PVD
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Ref. :  BDM039-5ORC
Brass single-lever shower mixer.
Brushed rose gold finish.
Wall bracket ajustable ABS Support handle.
Round handshower 1 position.
Reinforced hose 180cm.
Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 35mm.

Ref. :  BDM039-4ORC
Brass single-lever bath/shower mixer.
Brushed rose gold finish.
Wall bracket ajustable ABS Support handle.
Round handshower 1 position.
Reinforced hose 180cm.
Swivel spout inverter.
Medium flow rate 12 l/min.
Ceramic cartridge Ø 35mm.

PVD PVD
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Ref. :  GTM039/ORC
Brushed rose gold stainless steel S.304 rainhead Ø25cm, extra-flat design and 
anti-lime system.
Brushed rose gold brass wall outlet tube.
Round shower 1 position handle.
Brushed rose gold brass thermostatic mixer with 2 ways embedded box.
Medium flow rate 20 l/min.
Brushed rose gold brass round distributor.
PVC hose 150cm.
Thermostatic cartidge TURN CLEAN SYSTEM.
Wall bracket support handle wáter outlet.
Body embedded in wall with junction box.

Ref. :  GPM039/ORC

Brushed rose gold stainless steel S.304 rainhead Ø25cm, extra-flat design and 
anti-lime system.
Brushed rose gold brass wall outlet tube.
Round shower 1 position handle.
Brushed rose gold brass single lever mixer with 2 ways embedded box.
Medium flow rate 20 l/min.
Brushed rose gold brass round distributor.
PVC hose 150cm.
Ceramic single lever cartidge Ø 35 mm.
Wall bracket support handle wáter outlet.
Body embedded in wall with junction box.

TURN CLEAN 

SYSTEAM

Sistema patentado

Ref. :  GTT039/ORCRef. :  GPT039/ORC

Optional brushed rose gold brass ceiling outlet tube.Optional brushed rose gold brass ceiling outlet tube.
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Ref. :  GLM039/ORC

Embedded single lever basin mixer.
Made of brass brushed rose gold.
In two independent parts. 
Body recessed directly into the wall. 
Without register box.

PVD
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MUNICH
EMBEDDED BIDET MIXER

SERIES 
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Embedded bidet mixer.
Hot and cold water.
1 position hand shower.
Made of brass, chrome.
Steel reinforced flexible hose 100cm.
Body recessed directly into the wall wtih junction box.

Ref. :   RDM001

MUNICH
SERIES 

CHROME
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080

G1/2

40

100

Embedded bidet mixer.
Hot and cold water.
1 position hand shower.
Made of brass, finish black gun metal.
Steel reinforced flexible hose 100cm.
Body recessed directly into the wall wtih junction 
box.

Ref. :   RDM001/BGM

MUNICH
SERIES 

BLACK GUN METAL

PVD
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11
080

G1/2

40

100

Embedded bidet mixer.
Hot and cold water.
1 position hand shower.
Made of brass, finish matt black.
Steel reinforced flexible hose 100cm.
Body recessed directly into the wall wtih junction 
box.

Ref. :   RDM001/NG

MUNICH
SERIES 

MATT BLACK

ELECTROPHORESIS 
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Embedded bidet mixer.
Hot and cold water.
1 position hand shower.
Made of brass, finish brushed gold.
Steel reinforced flexible hose 100cm.
Body recessed directly into the wall wtih junction 
box.

Ref. :   RDM001/OC

11
080

G1/2

40

100

MUNICH
SERIES 
BRUSHED GOLD PVD
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080

G1/2

40

100

Embedded bidet mixer.
Hot and cold water.
1 position hand shower.
Made of brass, finish brushed rose gold.
Steel reinforced flexible hose 100cm.
Body recessed directly into the wall wtih junction 
box.

Ref. :   RDM001/ORC

MUNICH
SERIES

BRUSHED ROSE GOLD

PVD
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CÓRCEGA
FREE - STANDING BATH TUB
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87

Ref. : BBECO1
External brass bathtub mixer.
Chrome finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø35mm
Shower head with round handle.
Flexible PVC hose.
Box recessed in the floor.

CÓRCEGA 
CHROME
SERIES
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CÓRCEGA 
BLACK GUN METAL
SERIES 

Ref. : BBECO1/BGM
External brass bathtub mixer.
Black gun metal finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø35mm
Shower head with round handle.
Flexible PVC hose.
Box recessed in the floor.
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ELECTROPHORESIS 
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CÓRCEGA 
MATT BLACK
SERIE 

Ref. : BBECO1/NG
External brass bathtub mixer.
Matt black finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø35mm
Shower head with round handle.
Flexible PVC hose.
Box recessed in the floor.
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CÓRCEGA 
BRUSHED GOLD
SERIES 

Ref. : BBECO1/OC
External brass bathtub mixer.
Brushed gold finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø35mm
Shower head with round handle.
Flexible PVC hose.
Box recessed in the floor.
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CÓRCEGA 
BRUSHED ROSE GOLD
SERIE 

Ref. : BBECO1/ORC
External brass bathtub mixer.
Brushed rose gold finish.
Ceramic cartridge Ø35mm
Shower head with round handle.
Flexible PVC hose.
Box recessed in the floor.
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Suitable for all toilets and bidets, with or without overflow.
Guaranteed open/close system for cycles of 20.000 uses.
Internal thread of Ø1 ¼"
Made of brass and zamak
Finish brushed gold
Quick and easy mounting.

Ref. :  VCC014 (brushed gold) Ref. :  VCC023 (brushed rose gold)
Suitable for all toilets and bidets, with or without overflow.
Guaranteed open/close system for cycles of 20.000 uses.
Internal thread of Ø1 ¼"
Made of brass and zamak
Finish brushed rose gold
Quick and easy mounting.

VALVES

PVD PVD

Suitable for all toilets and bidets, with or without overflow.
Guaranteed open/close system for cycles of 20.000 uses.
Internal thread of  Ø1 ¼
Made of black matt brass.
Quick and easy mounting.

Ref. :  VCC008(matt black)

ELECTROPHORESIS

Suitable for all toilets and bidets, with or without overflow.
Guaranteed open/close system for cycles of 20.000 uses.
Internal thread of  Ø1 ¼"
Made of brass, chrome. 
Quick and easy mounting.

Ref. :  VCC001

Suitable for all toilets and bidets, with or without overflow.
Guaranteed open/close system for cycles of 20.000 uses.
Internal thread of Ø1 ¼"
Made of brass and zamak
Finish black gun metal
Quick and easy mounting.

Ref. :  VCC018 (black gun metal)

PVD



Suitable for all toilets and bidets, with or without overflow.
Guaranteed open/close system for cycles of 20.000 uses.
Internal thread of Ø1 ¼"
Made of brass and zamak
Finish black gun metal
Quick and easy mounting.

Ref. :  VCC019 (matt black)
Suitable for all toilets and bidets, with or without overflow.
Guaranteed open/close system for cycles of 20.000 uses.
Internal thread of Ø1 ¼"
Made of PVC and brushed gold s304 steel
Quick and easy mounting.

Ref. :  VCC020 (brushed gold)

Suitable for all toilets and bidets, with or without overflow.
Guaranteed open/close system for cycles of 20.000 uses.
Internal thread of Ø1 ¼"
Made of PVC  and brushed rose gold s304 steel
Quick and easy mounting.

Ref. :  VCC0021 (brushed rose gold)
Suitable for all toilets and bidets, with or without overflow.
Guaranteed open/close system for cycles of 20.000 uses.
Internal thread of Ø1 ¼"
Made of PVC and  black gun metal s304 steel
Quick and easy mounting.

Ref. :  VCC022 (black gun metal)

Ref. :  VCC009
Suitable for all toilets and bidets, with or without overflow.
Guaranteed open/close system for cycles of 20.000 uses.
Internal thread of Ø1 ¼"
Made of PVC and chormed s304 steel.
Quick and easy mounting.

ELECTROPHORESIS 

VALVES (PVC)



Ref. :  1EXP0002-B

SIPHONS

Material : Steel s304 and zamak
Finish: Matt black.

Round matt black siphon.
Removable base. Easy cleaning.

Ref. :  SCL002/NG
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Material : Steel s304 and zamak
Finish: Chrome

Round chrome siphon.
Removable base. Easy cleaning.

Ref. :  SCL002

ELECTROPHORESIS 

Material : Steel s304 and zamak
Finish: Black gun metal.

Round black gun metal siphon.
Removable base. Easy cleaning.

Ref. :  SCL002/BGM
Round brushed gold siphon.
Removable base. Easy cleaning.

Ref. :  SCL002/OC

Material : Steel s304 and zamak
Finish: Brushed gold.

Round brushed rose gold siphon.
Removable base. Easy cleaning.

Ref. :  SCL002/ORC

Material : Steel s304 and zamak
Finish: Brushed rose gold.

PVD

PVD PVD



GENERAL TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS OF SALES

Check the products at reception.
The carrier shall enter any possible anomaly in the delivery order.
No claim against us shall be receivable in the above mentioned points shall not have been 
observed. 

DELIVERIES

In case of a return specify clearly the reason.
IMEX will accept any return that complies with the following requirements:
The product shall be any manufacturing defect.
The original packaging shall be in perfect conditions. If not, a 10% surcharge shall be applied 
in the invoice by the concept of reception, review and manipulation.

SALES RETURNS

The receipt will be issued throughout a banking entity.
Bank draft within a maximum of 30 days invoice date.
Collection maximum 30 days invoice date, essential domiciled bank draft.
Any unpaid will result the payment of the invoice and any banking costs incurred and the 
retention of all purchase orders until the payment of the pendant balance.

PAYMENT FORM

In case of litigation both parties will submit to the jurisdiction of the Court of Torrent, Valencia.

LAW COURTS

Demonstration video

UPDATE AND 
COLLECTIONS 
MAINTENANCE

CLEANING AND 
MAINTENANCE TIPS

Some of the articles supplied by IMEX PRODUCTS, S.L. may have non-substantial modifications 
of some of their components compared to the photographs published in the catalogue.
IMEX PRODUCTS, S.L. reserves the right to make such changes in order to improve the design 
and functionality of the product, as well as its sales conditions.

Imex Products recommends using non-abrasive cleaning products with a neutral Ph, which 
will not damage our products, to clean our taps in matt black or matt white finishes.

Following the product manufacturer indications, it is highly recommended to use a microfibre 
cloth and to always dry the product. In this way we will extend the taps’ life.

MOLDING CHANGES



IMEX PRODUCTS, S.L.

Pol. Ind. Picassent
C/ 6 parcela 11
46220 Picasset  (Valencia)- Sapain
C.I.F.:B-98301732

AT.CLIENT:
Tel: +34 96 065 12 74
Tel: +34 96 156 63 87
Tel: +34 630 402 947

www.imexproducts.es
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Mails:
(Exportación) export@imexproducts.es




